Tests and Qualifications
RELIABILITY PRINCIPLES OVERVIEW
In order to garantee highly reliable product to his customers, SRT-Microcéramique follows a strict quality policiy.
- according to AECQ philosophy, each component belongs to a family, which most restrictives members (four corners) have been fully qualified.
- PME components are produced in our Vendôme facility, with very stable process and equipments, in order to insure reliabilty reproductibility.
- reliabilty is based on batch tests, new product or equipment specific qualifications and periodic requalifications
- in addition to those regular tests, our quality departement launch regular accelerated test to further deepens our reliabilty datas
- test and qualifications of our standard products are based on AECQ methodology and are qualified according to the following limits
- in accordance to AECQ methodology, specifics tests and limits can be specified to fit client need
- whole range of stricter reliability test can be propose for high reliabilty products (burn-in, shocks, pulses...) for medical, space, defense applications
- based on our reliability database, FIT datas can be provided

TESTING
Tests conducted during each batch
FREQUENCY

TEST/STRESS

REFERENCE

100%

Capa, DF, IR

CECC-32100-4.6

100%

Visual

CECC-32100-4.5

50/lot

DPA

5/lot

Dimension

5/lot

AEC-Q

DETAIL
according to datasheet

AEC-Q200-9

no visual defects

AEC-Q200-5

internal component integrity

CECC-32100-4.5

AEC-Q200-5

according to datasheet

Resistance to soldering heat

CECC-32100-4.10

AEC-Q200-15

5/lot

Solderability

CECC-32100-4.11

AEC-Q200-18

10/lot

Voltage proof

CECC-32100-4.6.4

1/ceramic lot

Temperature coefficient

CECC 32100-Prgph4,7

according to datasheet

QUALIFICATIONS
Each component family has been qualified according to CECC and AECQ tests methodology, which a renewed on a periodic basis
FREQUENCY

TEST/STRESS

REFERENCE

AEC-Q

DETAIL

Qualif

Electrical Characterization

CECC-32100-4.6 4.7

AEC-Q200-19

measure before test according to datasheet and after test according to post environmental limits

Qualif

Temperature Cycling

JESD22 Method-JA method 104

AEC-Q200-4

1,000 cycles -55°C to +125°C Measurement at 24 ± 2 hours after test conclusion

Qualif

Biased Humidity

MIL-STD-202 Method 103

AEC-Q200-7

1,000 hours 85°C/85%RH. Rated voltage. Measurement at 24 ± 2 hours after test conclusion

Qualif

Operational Life

AEC-Q200-8

1,000 hours at 125°C with apllied Voltage : 2xRV RV≤500V, 1.2xRV 500V<RV≤1250V, RV RV>1250V

Qualif

High Temperature Exposure
(Storage)

MIL-STD-202 Method 108
condition D
MIL-STD-202 Method 108

AEC-Q200-3

1,000 hours at 150°C with 0V. Measurement at 24 ± 2 hours after test conclusion

Qualif

Terminal Strength

CECC-32100-4.8

AEC-Q200-6

1.8kg 60 seconds

Qualif

Vibration

MIL-STD-202 Method 204

AEC-Q200-14

5g 20min 12cycles 3 orientations 10-2000Hz

Qualif

Board Flex

CEC 32100-4.9

AEC-Q200-21

3mm Type 1, 2mm Type 2, Measurement at 24 ± 2 hours after test conclusion

POST ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS LIMIT
DIELECTRIC

DISSIPATION FACTOR (MAXIMUM)

CAPACITANCE SHIFT

INSULATION RESISTANCE

NPO

≤ 4 10-3

±2%

10% initial limit

N2T

≤ 6 10-3

±4%

10% initial limit

X7R

≤ 0.035

±15%

10% initial limit
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